Roller
Front-Cutter • Ring roller

Front-Cutter

Ring roller

The wave crumbling discs in two rows enable a good crumbling effect. Through their cutting function an effective
crushing can be guaranteed also on heavy soils .
The wave profil of the discs enable a good levelling, blockages can be avoided through the running into each
other. Big dimensioned bearing spots and the robust construction care for a high durability.

The big dimensioned ring profile roller (600 mm) enables easy pulling and a good re-solidification. Twisted welded
spokes care for a self-cleaning effect, an additional scraper bar avoids clogging in front of the roller. For each soil
structure the crushing effect can be adjusted through the cleaning tines, which are adjustable between the rings.
If you place them high you will have a coarse soil structure, if you place them low you will have a slighter soil structure. With the front weight box you can apply additional ballast weight.

Front-Cutter T

Multifunctional utilisation of the front roller as trailing tool for
the cultivator Tukan

¾ A 2-part tube roller serves as depth guidance.
¾ They can be adjusted infinitely via a spindle.
¾ A considerably advantage is that the depth guidance can be
used as an additional re-solidification.

Through the trapezium guide the rollers
are directed automatically into the
direction of motion.
¾ easily guidable
¾ fuel saving
¾ low-wear
Front-Cutter WW T
with tube roller and front knife tine

At heavy soils only partly suitable with
GPS

Front tools for Front-cutter and packer
¾ Front plate spring section, in 1 row
¾ Front knife tine section, in 2 rows		
¾ Front sping tine section, in 2 rows		

for light to middle soils
for oily soils
for middle soils

Front-Cutter WW T
with front plate spring section

Front-packer
with front knife tine section in 2 rows

Front-packer
with knife tine section

Cutting and crumbling for a good seedbed preparation.
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Transport width
cm

guideable

Discs / rollers ø
mm

Without
front tool

With front
baulk with
spring tines

With front
knife tine
section

With front
plate spring
section

300 300
300 300




510
510

770
900

880
1030

870
1020

910
1060

FL-RW 250
FL-RW 300

250 250
300 300




600
600

470
530

540
640

530
630

560
670
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Subject to technical changes and misprint.

Working width
cm

F-WW 300
F-WW T 300

En

FrontCutter

Front-Packer

Regent Pflugfabrik GmbH
Bahnhofstr. 105
4800 Attnang-Puchheim
Austria

Weight kg

En 7784/0321

